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GEMS Fire Intensity Products Wednesday 1 October 2008
Daily Average of Observed Fire Radiative Power [mW/m²]
max value = 0.17 W/m²

Monday 07 September 2009 00UTC ECMWF/GEMS Forecast t+005 VT: Monday 07 September 2009 06UTC
700 hPa NRT Biomass-Burning Carbon Monoxide Tracer

NRT Biomass Burning Impacts on Atmosphere (here CO @ 700 hPa)

CAMS GFAS
Smoke Emissions Calculations → Atmospheric Impact
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COORDINATION
Uncertainty: *knowns*

Fig. 1. Spatial coverage of geostationary fire data from the MSG SEVIRI (dark green outline) and GOES-16 ABI (blue outline) sensors used in this study. Solid, dashed, dotted lines indicate the boundaries at which the area of the pixel footprint grows to a factor of 2, 4, and 8 times larger than at the sub-satellite point. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

(Hall *et al.*, 2019)
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Uncertainty: *unknowns*

**Residents of Red Lake, Ont., urged to leave as fire burns toward town**

Town officials say around 3,800 people have left, while about 500 remain in the community.

CBC News · Posted: Aug 12, 2020 5:00 PM ET | Last Updated: August 12

Officials in Red Lake, Ont., located about 500 kilometres northwest of Thunder Bay, urged residents to evacuate Tuesday as a forest fire burned nearby. (CBC News)
Uncertainty: *unknowns*

Residents of Red Lake, Ont., urged to leave as fire burns toward town

Town officials say around 3,800 people have left the community.

CBC News - Posted: Aug 12, 2020 5:00 PM ET | Last Updated: Aug 13, 2020 1:29 AM ET

---

On Aug 15, 2020 Aqua experienced an anomaly with the Formatter-Multiplexer Unit (FMU) and Aqua L0, both NRT MYD00S and forward processing MODPML0, has quality issues causing production of five minute L0 MYD00F granules with filesize about 1% of normal size. Since the anomaly at 09:26:49 UTC, several attempts have been made to correct this but the data corruption persists. The health/telemetry is being monitored by the Instrument Operations Team.

Aqua MODIS data processing at NRT and MODAPS is on hold until further notice.

For additional details refer to:

https://landweb.modaps.eosdis.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/NRT/displayCase.cgi?csdt=MYD&caseNum=PM_MYD_202209_NRT&caseLocation=cases&data&
Uncertainty: unknowns

When and where will our coverage end?

How will climate change impact our priorities?

Are we capable of supporting emergencies?

Is anyone planning replacements?

How do user needs compare globally?

Are these plans complementary?

Will these needs change under climate change?

Will the next generation of fire products meet the needs?

What’s the plan?

(Bowman et al., 2020)
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The Pilot Study

A comprehensive gap analysis for active-fire earth observation

Four specific objectives:

1. Conduct a detailed inventory and gap analysis of existing and proposed EO systems suitable for global active-fire monitoring;
   • Considering climate change driven fire regime changes and projected mission life spans

2. Conduct a detailed analysis of global stakeholders and end-users of near-real-time active-fire EO data;

3. Define targeted user requirements for active-fire remote sensing systems for the disaster mitigation applications;

4. Propose a way forward in coordinating global wildfire monitoring activities.
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A comprehensive gap analysis for active-fire earth observation

CEOS WG Disasters objectives:

1. Identify the global wildfire EO stakeholder and end-user communities;

2. Demonstrate that global wildfire disaster risk mitigation is possible through a coordinated approach to active-fire remote sensing.
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Key pilot outputs/deliverables:
The overall pilot project will generate a master report on the current and future state of global active-fire monitoring detailing the results of Objectives 1-4.

Additional outputs for each Objective will also include:

Objective 1: One or more peer-reviewed publications presenting the findings the projected gap analysis in the context of climate change;

Objective 2: The identification of the global community of wildfire monitoring stakeholders and end-users will enable the creation of one or more sub-groups capable of representing global user requirements for future endeavors/impact assessments;

Objective 3: One or more peer-reviewed publications will be produced describing the scientific approach to defining and adapting user requirements for active-fire monitoring for various mission types (e.g. LEO; GEO; HEO).

Objective 4: will enable CEOS to identify a global strategy for future active-fire EO and a framework for engagement for future mission coordination.
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The Pilot Study

Key outcomes:

1. Existing and future gaps in wildfire EO capabilities will be explicitly identified;
2. The global community of wildfire stakeholders and end-users will be identified;
3. User requirements for active-fire remote sensing will be identified;
4. A way forward to closing existing and future gaps will be identified.

The pilot project is also expected to identify the need for conducting comparable projects for the other disciplines of wildfire EO (e.g. pre-fire and post-fire monitoring).

The pilot project will also provide linkages with air- and ground measurements whenever applicable.
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